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Making AQM WorkMaking AQM Work
OutlineOutline

•• Background: Router-based congestion controlBackground: Router-based congestion control
–– Active Queue ManagementActive Queue Management
–– Explicit Congestion NotificationExplicit Congestion Notification

•• State of the art in active queue management (AQM)State of the art in active queue management (AQM)
–– Control theoretic Control theoretic vv. traditional randomized dropping AQM. traditional randomized dropping AQM

•• Do AQM schemes work?Do AQM schemes work?
–– An empirical study of the effect of AQM on web performanceAn empirical study of the effect of AQM on web performance

•• Analysis of AQM performanceAnalysis of AQM performance
–– The case for The case for differential congestion notificationdifferential congestion notification (DCN) (DCN)

•• A DCN prototype and its empirical evaluationA DCN prototype and its empirical evaluation
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Router-Based Congestion ControlRouter-Based Congestion Control
Status quoStatus quo

•• On the Internet today, packet loss isOn the Internet today, packet loss is
the end-systemthe end-system’’s only indication of congestions only indication of congestion

•• As switchAs switch’’s queues overflow, arriving packets are droppeds queues overflow, arriving packets are dropped
–– ““Drop-tailDrop-tail”” FIFO queuing is the default FIFO queuing is the default

•• TCP end-systems detect loss and respond by reducingTCP end-systems detect loss and respond by reducing
their transmission ratetheir transmission rate

P1 P2 P3
FCFSFCFS

SchedulerScheduler

RouterRouter
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Router-Based Congestion ControlRouter-Based Congestion Control
The case against drop-tail queuingThe case against drop-tail queuing

•• Large (full) queues in routers are a bad thingLarge (full) queues in routers are a bad thing
–– End-to-end latency is dominated by the length of queuesEnd-to-end latency is dominated by the length of queues

at switches in the networkat switches in the network

•• Allowing queues to overflow is a bad thingAllowing queues to overflow is a bad thing
–– Connections that transmit at high rates can starveConnections that transmit at high rates can starve

connections that transmit at low ratesconnections that transmit at low rates
–– Causes connections to synchronize their response toCauses connections to synchronize their response to

congestion and become unnecessarily congestion and become unnecessarily burstybursty

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
FCFSFCFS

SchedulerScheduler
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P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
FCFSFCFS

SchedulerScheduler

Router-Based Congestion ControlRouter-Based Congestion Control
Active queue management (AQM)Active queue management (AQM)

•• Key concept: Drop packets Key concept: Drop packets beforebefore a queue overflows to a queue overflows to
signal signal incipientincipient congestion to end-systems congestion to end-systems

•• Basic mechanism: When the queue length exceeds aBasic mechanism: When the queue length exceeds a
threshold, packets are probabilistically droppedthreshold, packets are probabilistically dropped

Enqueue

Flip a coin

•• Random Early DetectionRandom Early Detection (RED) AQM: (RED) AQM:
–– AlwaysAlways enqueue  enqueue if queue length less than a low-water markif queue length less than a low-water mark
–– Always drop if queue length is greater than a high-water markAlways drop if queue length is greater than a high-water mark
–– Probalistically Probalistically drop/drop/enqueue enqueue if queue length is in betweenif queue length is in between

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
FCFSFCFS

SchedulerScheduler
Enqueue

Always dropFlip a
coin
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Active Queue ManagementActive Queue Management
The RED Algorithm [Floyd & Jacobson 93]The RED Algorithm [Floyd & Jacobson 93]

TimeTime

MaxMax
queue lengthqueue length

MinMin
thresholdthreshold

DropDrop
probabilityprobability

No dropNo drop

MaxMax
thresholdthreshold

Forced dropForced drop

ProbabilisticProbabilistic
early dropearly drop

Router queue lengthRouter queue length

Weighted average queue lengthWeighted average queue length

•• RED computes a weighted moving average of queueRED computes a weighted moving average of queue
length to accommodatelength to accommodate bursty  bursty arrivalsarrivals

•• Drop probability is a function of the current averageDrop probability is a function of the current average
queue lengthqueue length
–– The larger the queue, the higher the drop probabilityThe larger the queue, the higher the drop probability
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Drop probabilityDrop probability

WeightedWeighted
AverageAverage
Queue LengthQueue Length

100%100%

minminthth maxmaxthth

maxmaxpp

TimeTime

MaxMax
queue lengthqueue length

MinMin
thresholdthreshold

DropDrop
probabilityprobability

No dropNo drop

MaxMax
thresholdthreshold

Forced dropForced drop

ProbabilisticProbabilistic
early dropearly drop

Router queue lengthRouter queue length

Weighted average queue lengthWeighted average queue length

Active Queue ManagementActive Queue Management
The RED Algorithm [Floyd & Jacobson 93]The RED Algorithm [Floyd & Jacobson 93]
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Active Queue ManagementActive Queue Management
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)

•• Dropping packets is a simple means of signalingDropping packets is a simple means of signaling
congestion but itcongestion but it’’s less than ideals less than ideal

–– It may take a long time for a sender to detect and react toIt may take a long time for a sender to detect and react to
congestion signaled by packet dropscongestion signaled by packet drops

–– There are subtle fairness issues in the way flows are treatedThere are subtle fairness issues in the way flows are treated

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
FCFSFCFS

SchedulerScheduler
Enqueue

Always drop
Flip a
coin

•• ECN: Instead of dropping packets, send an explicitECN: Instead of dropping packets, send an explicit
signal back to the sender to indicate congestionsignal back to the sender to indicate congestion

–– (An old concept: ICMP Source Quench,(An old concept: ICMP Source Quench, DECbit DECbit, ATM, , ATM, ……))
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ACK

Explicit Congestion NotificationExplicit Congestion Notification
OverviewOverview

•• Modify a RED router to Modify a RED router to ““markmark”” packets rather packets rather
than dropping themthan dropping them

•• Set a bit in a packetSet a bit in a packet’’s header and forward towardss header and forward towards
the ultimate destinationthe ultimate destination

RouterRouter

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
Sched-
uler

datadatadataACK ACK

dataACK

dataACK

dataACK ACKdata

•• A receiver recognizes the marked packet and sets aA receiver recognizes the marked packet and sets a
corresponding bit in the next outgoing ACKcorresponding bit in the next outgoing ACK

dataACK
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Explicit Congestion NotificationExplicit Congestion Notification
OverviewOverview

•• When a sender receives an ACK with ECN itWhen a sender receives an ACK with ECN it
invokes a response similar to that for packet loss:invokes a response similar to that for packet loss:

RouterRouter

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
Sched-
uler

ACK

–– Halve the congestion windowHalve the congestion window  cwndcwnd  and halve the slow-and halve the slow-
start thresholdstart threshold  ssthreshssthresh

–– Continue to use ACK-clocking to pace transmission ofContinue to use ACK-clocking to pace transmission of
data packetsdata packets
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Explicit Congestion NotificationExplicit Congestion Notification
OverviewOverview

•• When a sender receives an ACK with ECN itWhen a sender receives an ACK with ECN it
invokes a response similar to that for packet lossinvokes a response similar to that for packet loss

•• In any given RTT, a sender should react to eitherIn any given RTT, a sender should react to either
ECN or packet loss ECN or packet loss but not bothbut not both!!

–– Once a response has begun, wait until all outstandingOnce a response has begun, wait until all outstanding
data has beendata has been ACKed  ACKed before beginning a new responsebefore beginning a new response

RouterRouter

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
Sched-
uler

ACK
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Explicit Congestion NotificationExplicit Congestion Notification
Putting the pieces together: AQM + ECNPutting the pieces together: AQM + ECN

TimeTime

MaxMax
queue lengthqueue length

MinMin
thresholdthreshold

Mark/DropMark/Drop
probabilityprobability

No No mark/dropmark/drop

MaxMax
thresholdthreshold

Forced dropForced drop

ProbabilisticProbabilistic
early markearly mark/drop/drop

Router queue lengthRouter queue length

Weighted average queue lengthWeighted average queue length

•• If a RED router detects congestion it will mark arrivingIf a RED router detects congestion it will mark arriving
packetspackets

•• The router will then forward marked packets fromThe router will then forward marked packets from
ECN-capable sendersECN-capable senders……

•• ……and drop marked packets from all other sendersand drop marked packets from all other senders
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Making AQM WorkMaking AQM Work
OutlineOutline

•• Background: Router-based congestion controlBackground: Router-based congestion control
–– Active Queue ManagementActive Queue Management
–– Explicit Congestion NotificationExplicit Congestion Notification

•• State of the art in active queue management (AQM)State of the art in active queue management (AQM)
–– Control theoretic Control theoretic vv. traditional randomized dropping AQM. traditional randomized dropping AQM

•• Do AQM schemes work?Do AQM schemes work?
–– An empirical study of the effect of AQM on web performanceAn empirical study of the effect of AQM on web performance

•• Analysis of AQM performanceAnalysis of AQM performance
–– The case for The case for differential congestion notificationdifferential congestion notification (DCN) (DCN)

•• A DCN prototype and its empirical evaluationA DCN prototype and its empirical evaluation
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The State of the ART in AQMThe State of the ART in AQM
Adaptive/Gentle RED (ARED)Adaptive/Gentle RED (ARED)

Mark/Drop probabilityMark/Drop probability

WeightedWeighted
AverageAverage
Queue LengthQueue Length

100%100%

minminthth maxmaxthth

maxmaxpp

TimeTime

MaxMax
queue lengthqueue length

Forced dropForced drop

MinMin
thresholdthreshold

Mark/DropMark/Drop
ProbabilityProbability

No mark/dropNo mark/drop

MaxMax
thresholdthreshold ProbabilisticProbabilistic

early mark/dropearly mark/drop

Router queue lengthRouter queue length

22××MaxMax
thresholdthreshold ProbabilisticProbabilistic

““gentlegentle”” drop drop

Weighted average queue lengthWeighted average queue length
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Mark/Drop ProbabilityMark/Drop Probability

WeightedWeighted
AverageAverage
QueueQueue
LengthLength

100%100%

minminthth 22××maxmaxthth

maxmaxpp
maxmaxthth

The State of the ART in AQMThe State of the ART in AQM
Adaptive/Gentle RED (ARED)Adaptive/Gentle RED (ARED)

TimeTime

MaxMax
queue lengthqueue length

Forced dropForced drop

MinMin
thresholdthreshold

Mark/DropMark/Drop
ProbabilityProbability

No mark/dropNo mark/drop

MaxMax
thresholdthreshold ProbabilisticProbabilistic

early mark/dropearly mark/drop

Router queue lengthRouter queue length

22××MaxMax
thresholdthreshold ProbabilisticProbabilistic

““gentlegentle”” drop drop

AIMD
Adaptation of

maxp
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The State of the ART in AQMThe State of the ART in AQM
The Proportional Integral (PI) controllerThe Proportional Integral (PI) controller

•• PI attempts to maintain an explicit target queue lengthPI attempts to maintain an explicit target queue length
TimeTime

Router queue lengthRouter queue length

•• PI samples instantaneous queue length at fixed intervalsPI samples instantaneous queue length at fixed intervals
and computes a mark/drop probability at and computes a mark/drop probability at kkthth sample: sample:

– p(kT) = a × (q(kT) – qref) – b × (q((k-1)T) – qref) + p((k-1)T)
–– aa, , bb, and , and TT depend on link capacity, maximum RTT and the depend on link capacity, maximum RTT and the

number of flows at a routernumber of flows at a router

TargetTarget
QueueQueue

ReferenceReference
(qref)
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The State of the ART in AQMThe State of the ART in AQM
Random Exponential Marking (REM)Random Exponential Marking (REM)

•• REM is similar to PI (though differs in details)REM is similar to PI (though differs in details)
TimeTime

Router queue lengthRouter queue length

•• REM mark/drop probability depends on:REM mark/drop probability depends on:
–– Difference between input and output rateDifference between input and output rate
–– Difference between instantaneous queue length and targetDifference between instantaneous queue length and target
– p(t) = p(t–1) + γ [α (q(t) – qref)) + x(t) – c]
– prob(t) = 1 – φ -p(t),  φ > 1 a constant

TargetTarget
QueueQueue

ReferenceReference
(qref)
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ISP1ISP1
Browsers/Browsers/
ServersServers

ISP2ISP2
Browsers/Browsers/
ServersServers

Do AQM Schemes Work?Do AQM Schemes Work?
Evaluation methodologyEvaluation methodology

EthernetEthernet
SwitchSwitch

EthernetEthernet
SwitchSwitch

•• Evaluate AQM schemes through Evaluate AQM schemes through ““live simulationlive simulation””
•• Emulate the browsing behavior of a large population ofEmulate the browsing behavior of a large population of

users surfing the web in a laboratory testbedusers surfing the web in a laboratory testbed
–– Construct a physical network emulating a congested peeringConstruct a physical network emulating a congested peering

link between two ISPslink between two ISPs

ISP 1 EdgeISP 1 Edge
RouterRouter

ISP 2 EdgeISP 2 Edge
RouterRouter

–– Generate synthetic HTTP requests and responses but transmitGenerate synthetic HTTP requests and responses but transmit
over real TCP/IP stacks, network links, and switchesover real TCP/IP stacks, network links, and switches

… …
CongestedCongested

LinkLink
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Experimental MethodologyExperimental Methodology
HTTP traffic generationHTTP traffic generation

•• Synthetic web traffic generated using the UNC HTTPSynthetic web traffic generated using the UNC HTTP
model [SIGMETRICS 2001, MASCOTS 2003]model [SIGMETRICS 2001, MASCOTS 2003]

REQREQ

RESPRESP

UserUser

ServerServer

REQREQ

RESPRESP

REQREQ

RESPRESP

REQREQ

RESPRESP

REQREQ

RESPRESP

TimeTime

•• Primary random variables:Primary random variables:
–– Request sizes/Reply sizesRequest sizes/Reply sizes
–– User think timeUser think time
–– Persistent connection usagePersistent connection usage
–– Nbr of objects per persistentNbr of objects per persistent

connectionconnection

Response TimeResponse Time

–– Number of embedded images/pageNumber of embedded images/page
––  Number of parallel connectionsNumber of parallel connections
–– Consecutive documents per serverConsecutive documents per server
–– Number of servers per pageNumber of servers per page
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Experimental MethodologyExperimental Methodology
Testbed emulating an ISP peering linkTestbed emulating an ISP peering link

FreeBSDFreeBSD
RouterRouter

FreeBSDFreeBSD
RouterRouter

EthernetEthernet
SwitchSwitch

ISP1ISP1
Browsers/Browsers/

ServersServers

ISP2ISP2
Browsers/Browsers/

ServersServers

100100
MbpsMbps

EthernetEthernet
SwitchSwitch

1 Gbps1 Gbps 1 Gbps1 Gbps 100100
MbpsMbps

100100
MbpsMbps

•• AQM schemes implemented in FreeBSD routers usingAQM schemes implemented in FreeBSD routers using
ALTQ kernel extensionsALTQ kernel extensions

10-150 10-150 msms RTT RTT

•• End-systems either a traffic generation client or serverEnd-systems either a traffic generation client or server
–– Use Use dummynetdummynet to provide  to provide per-flowper-flow propagation delays propagation delays
–– Two-way traffic generated, equal load generated in eachTwo-way traffic generated, equal load generated in each

directiondirection

… …
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Experimental MethodologyExperimental Methodology
1 Gbps network calibration experiments1 Gbps network calibration experiments

•• Experiments run on a congested 100 Mbps linkExperiments run on a congested 100 Mbps link
•• Primary simulation parameter: Number of simulatedPrimary simulation parameter: Number of simulated

browsing usersbrowsing users
•• Run calibration experiments on an uncongested 1 GbpsRun calibration experiments on an uncongested 1 Gbps

link to relate simulated user populations to average linklink to relate simulated user populations to average link
utilizationutilization

–– (And to ensure offered load is linear in the number of(And to ensure offered load is linear in the number of
simulated users simulated users ——  i.e.i.e., that end-systems are not a bottleneck), that end-systems are not a bottleneck)

EthernetEthernet
SwitchSwitch

100 Mbps100 Mbps
(experiments)(experiments)

EthernetEthernet
SwitchSwitch

11
GbpsGbps

11
GbpsGbps

100100
MbpsMbps

100100
MbpsMbps

… …

1 Gbps1 Gbps
(calibration)(calibration)
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Experimental MethodologyExperimental Methodology
1 Gbps network calibration experiments1 Gbps network calibration experiments

We run experiments at offered loads
of 80%, 90%, 98%, and 105% of the

capacity of the 100 Mbps link

We run experiments at offered loads
of 80%, 90%, 98%, and 105% of the

capacity of the 100 Mbps link

Ex: 98% load means a number of
simulated users sufficient to generate 98

Mbps (on average) on the 1 Gbps network

Ex: 98% load means a number of
simulated users sufficient to generate 98

Mbps (on average) on the 1 Gbps network

Generating 98 Mbps of
HTTP traffic requires
simulating 9,330 users

Generating 98 Mbps of
HTTP traffic requires
simulating 9,330 users
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Experimental MethodologyExperimental Methodology
Experimental planExperimental plan

•• Run experiments with ARED, PI, and REM using theirRun experiments with ARED, PI, and REM using their
recommended parameter settings at different offered loadsrecommended parameter settings at different offered loads

drop-tail
ARED
PI
REM

80% 90% 98% 105%
loss rate

utilization
response times

completed requests

uncongested

•• Compare results with drop-tail FIFO at the same offeredCompare results with drop-tail FIFO at the same offered
loadsloads……

–– (the (the ““negativenegative”” baselines  baselines —— the performance to beat) the performance to beat)
……and  compare with performance on the 1 Gbps networkand  compare with performance on the 1 Gbps network

–– (the (the ““positivepositive”” baseline  baseline —— the performance to achieve) the performance to achieve)
•• Redo the experiments with ECNRedo the experiments with ECN
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results  ——  80% Load80% Load
Performance with packet dropsPerformance with packet drops

50% of
responses…

50% of
responses…

…complete in
125 ms or less
…complete in
125 ms or less
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results  ——  80% Load80% Load
Performance with packet dropsPerformance with packet drops

No benefit to using PI or REM
over drop-tail at 80% load

No benefit to using PI or REM
over drop-tail at 80% load

ARED can actually
make things worse

ARED can actually
make things worse
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results  ——  90% Load90% Load
Performance with packet dropsPerformance with packet drops

Drop-tail, PI, & REM
equivalent for shortest

80% of responses

Drop-tail, PI, & REM
equivalent for shortest

80% of responses

PI best overallPI best overall

ARED not
competitive
ARED not
competitive
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ECN ResultsECN Results  ——  90% Load90% Load
Comparison of all schemesComparison of all schemes

PI & REM outperform drop-tail
and approximate performance on

the uncongested network

PI & REM outperform drop-tail
and approximate performance on

the uncongested network
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Impact of ECN on REMImpact of ECN on REM
Performance with/without ECN at 90% loadPerformance with/without ECN at 90% load

REM performance improved
with ECN for qref = 24

REM performance improved
with ECN for qref = 24
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Impact of ECN on REMImpact of ECN on REM
Performance with/without ECN at 90% loadPerformance with/without ECN at 90% load

Big improvement
for qref = 240

Big improvement
for qref = 240
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Impact of ECN on AREDImpact of ECN on ARED
Performance with/without ECN at 90% loadPerformance with/without ECN at 90% load

ECN has little impact on
ARED performance

ECN has little impact on
ARED performance
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Do AQM Schemes Work?Do AQM Schemes Work?
SummarySummary

•• For offered loads up to 80% of link capacity, no AQMFor offered loads up to 80% of link capacity, no AQM
scheme gives better performance than drop-tail FIFOscheme gives better performance than drop-tail FIFO

–– All give comparable response time performance, loss rates,All give comparable response time performance, loss rates,
and link utilizationand link utilization

•• For offered loads of 90% or greaterFor offered loads of 90% or greater……
–– Without ECN, PI results in a modest performanceWithout ECN, PI results in a modest performance

improvement over drop-tail and other AQM schemesimprovement over drop-tail and other AQM schemes
–– With ECN, both PI and REM provide significant performanceWith ECN, both PI and REM provide significant performance

improvement over drop-tailimprovement over drop-tail

•• ARED consistently results in the poorest performanceARED consistently results in the poorest performance
–– Often worse than drop-tail FIFOOften worse than drop-tail FIFO
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DiscussionDiscussion
Why does ARED perform so poorly?Why does ARED perform so poorly?

•• ARED bases mark/drop probability on the (weighted)ARED bases mark/drop probability on the (weighted)
average queue lengthaverage queue length

•• PI, REM use instantaneous measures of queue lengthPI, REM use instantaneous measures of queue length
•• AREDARED’’s reliance on the average queue length limits itss reliance on the average queue length limits its

ability to react effectively in the face of bursty trafficability to react effectively in the face of bursty traffic

TimeTime

RouterRouter
queuequeue
lengthlength

TimeTime

RouterRouter
queuequeue
lengthlength

Weighted Queue Length
(RED)

Instantaneous Queue Length
(PI/REM)
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DiscussionDiscussion
Why does ECN improve REM more than PI?Why does ECN improve REM more than PI?

•• Without ECN, REM dropsWithout ECN, REM drops
more packets than PImore packets than PI

•• REM causes more flows toREM causes more flows to
experience multiple lossesexperience multiple losses
within a congestion windowwithin a congestion window

–– Loss recovered throughLoss recovered through
timeout rather than fasttimeout rather than fast
recoveryrecovery

•• In general ECN allows more flows to avoid timeoutsIn general ECN allows more flows to avoid timeouts
–– Thus ECN is ameliorating a design flaw in REMThus ECN is ameliorating a design flaw in REM

REM Performance w/, w/o
ECN at 90% Load
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DiscussionDiscussion
Why does ARED not benefit from ECN?Why does ARED not benefit from ECN?

•• ARED drops marked packets when average queue size isARED drops marked packets when average queue size is
above above maxmaxthth

•• This is done to deal with potentially non-responsive flowsThis is done to deal with potentially non-responsive flows
•• We believe this policy is a premature optimizationWe believe this policy is a premature optimization

TimeTime

MaxMax
queue lengthqueue length

Forced dropForced drop

MinMin
thresholdthreshold

Mark/DropMark/Drop
ProbabilityProbability

No mark/dropNo mark/drop

MaxMax
thresholdthreshold ProbabilisticProbabilistic

early mark/dropearly mark/drop

Router queue lengthRouter queue length

22××MaxMax
thresholdthreshold ProbabilisticProbabilistic

““gentlegentle”” drop drop
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DiscussionDiscussion
Why does ARED perform so poorly?Why does ARED perform so poorly?

•• PI and REM measurePI and REM measure
queue length in bytesqueue length in bytes

•• By default REDBy default RED
measures in packetsmeasures in packets

–– But ARED does haveBut ARED does have
a a ““byte modebyte mode””

ARED Performance w/,
w/o ECN at 90% Load

•• Drop/Mark probability in PI/REM biased by packet sizeDrop/Mark probability in PI/REM biased by packet size
–– SYNs and pure ACKs have a lower drop probability in PI/REMSYNs and pure ACKs have a lower drop probability in PI/REM

•• Differentiating at the packet level is criticalDifferentiating at the packet level is critical
–– Is it enough?Is it enough?
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DiscussionDiscussion
Do AQM designs inherently require ECN?Do AQM designs inherently require ECN?

•• Claim: Differentiating between flows at the flow-levelClaim: Differentiating between flows at the flow-level
is importantis important

•• ECN is required for good AQM performance becauseECN is required for good AQM performance because
it eliminates the need for short flows to retransmit (ait eliminates the need for short flows to retransmit (a
significant fraction of their) datasignificant fraction of their) data

–– With ECN, short flows (mostly) no longer retransmit dataWith ECN, short flows (mostly) no longer retransmit data
–– But their performance is still hurt by AQMBut their performance is still hurt by AQM

•• Why signal short flows at all?Why signal short flows at all?
–– They have no real transmission rate to adaptThey have no real transmission rate to adapt
–– Hence signaling these flows provides no benefit to theHence signaling these flows provides no benefit to the

network and only hurts end-system performancenetwork and only hurts end-system performance
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The Structure of Web TrafficThe Structure of Web Traffic
Distribution of response sizesDistribution of response sizes

 10     100     1K     10K   100K   1M    10M  100M   1G1

87% of
responses…

87% of
responses…

…are 10K
bytes or less
…are 10K

bytes or less
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The Structure of Web TrafficThe Structure of Web Traffic
Percent of bytes transferred by response sizesPercent of bytes transferred by response sizes

100  1K       10K      100K      1M       10M     100M      1G

But objects that are
10K bytes or smaller…

But objects that are
10K bytes or smaller…

…account for
only 20% of all
bytes transferred

…account for
only 20% of all
bytes transferred
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Making AQM WorkMaking AQM Work
OverviewOverview

•• Background: Router-based congestion controlBackground: Router-based congestion control
–– Active Queue ManagementActive Queue Management
–– Explicit Congestion NotificationExplicit Congestion Notification

•• State of the art in active queue management (AQM)State of the art in active queue management (AQM)
–– Control theoretic Control theoretic vv. traditional randomized dropping AQM. traditional randomized dropping AQM

•• Do AQM schemes work?Do AQM schemes work?
–– An empirical study of the effect of AQM on web performanceAn empirical study of the effect of AQM on web performance

•• Analysis of AQM performanceAnalysis of AQM performance
–– The case for The case for differential congestion notificationdifferential congestion notification (DCN) (DCN)

•• A DCN prototype and its empirical evaluationA DCN prototype and its empirical evaluation
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Realizing Differential NotificationRealizing Differential Notification
Issues and approachIssues and approach

•• How to identify packets belonging to long-lived, highHow to identify packets belonging to long-lived, high
bandwidth flows with minimal state?bandwidth flows with minimal state?

–– Adopt the Adopt the EstanEstan, Varghese flow filtering scheme developed, Varghese flow filtering scheme developed
for traffic accounting [SIGCOMM 2002]for traffic accounting [SIGCOMM 2002]

•• How to determine when to signal congestion (byHow to determine when to signal congestion (by
dropping packets)?dropping packets)?

–– Use a PI-like schemeUse a PI-like scheme

•• Differential treatment of flows an old idea:Differential treatment of flows an old idea:
–– FREDFRED
–– SREDSRED

–– CHOKeCHOKe
–– SFBSFB

–– AFDAFD
–– RED-PDRED-PD

–– RIO-PSRIO-PS
–– ……
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Classifying FlowsClassifying Flows
A score-boarding approachA score-boarding approach

•• Use two hash tables:Use two hash tables:
–– A A ““suspectsuspect”” flow table HB ( flow table HB (““high-bandwidthhigh-bandwidth””) and) and
–– A per-flow packet count table SB (A per-flow packet count table SB (““scoreboardscoreboard””))
–– Hash on IP addressing 4-Hash on IP addressing 4-tuple tuple plus protocol numberplus protocol number

•• Arriving packets from flows in HB are subject toArriving packets from flows in HB are subject to
droppingdropping

•• Arriving packets from other flows are inserted into SBArriving packets from other flows are inserted into SB
and tested to determine if the flow should be consideredand tested to determine if the flow should be considered
high-bandwidthhigh-bandwidth

–– Use a simple packet count threshold for this determinationUse a simple packet count threshold for this determination
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Classifying FlowsClassifying Flows
A score-boarding approachA score-boarding approach

Is Flow ID
in HB?

Mark or drop
probabilistically

yes

Enqueue

no

Is Flow ID
in SB?

Increment pktcount 

Overwrite existing
flow entry

Last update w/in
threshold1?

Reset pktcount 

pktcount ≥ 4? Copy flow 
entry to HB

threshold2 time 
elapsed since 
last decrease?

Decrease
pktcount by pref

yes

yes

yes

yes no

no

no

(Enqueue if
not dropped)
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An Alternate ApproachAn Alternate Approach
AFD [Pan AFD [Pan et alet al. 2003]. 2003]

P1 P2 P3SchedulerScheduler

Shadow
Buffer

““Approximate Fairness through Differential DroppingApproximate Fairness through Differential Dropping””

•• Sample 1 out of every Sample 1 out of every ss packets and store in a  packets and store in a shadowshadow
bufferbuffer of size  of size bb

•• Estimate flowEstimate flow’’s rate ass rate as

•• Drop packet with probabilityDrop packet with probability

rrestest = R = R
# matches# matches

bb

p = p = 1 1 ––
rrfairfair

rrestest

Flow
Table
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90%

DCN EvaluationDCN Evaluation
Experimental planExperimental plan

•• Run experiments with DCN, AFD, and PI at same offeredRun experiments with DCN, AFD, and PI at same offered
loads as beforeloads as before

–– PI always uses ECN, test AFD with and without ECNPI always uses ECN, test AFD with and without ECN
–– DCN always signals congestion via dropsDCN always signals congestion via drops

drop-tail
DCN
AFD
PI

80% 98% 105%
loss rate

utilization
response times

completed requests

uncongested

•• Compare DCN results againstCompare DCN results against……
–– The better of PI or AFD (the performance to beat)The better of PI or AFD (the performance to beat)
–– TheThe uncongested  uncongested network (the performance to approximate)network (the performance to approximate)
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Experimental Results Experimental Results —— 90% Load 90% Load
DCN performanceDCN performance

Performance approximates that
on the uncongested network

Performance approximates that
on the uncongested network

ECN has no effect on
performance

ECN has no effect on
performance
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Experimental Results Experimental Results —— 98% Load 98% Load
DCN performanceDCN performance

No congestion collapse
effects observed

No congestion collapse
effects observed

Minor (but expected)
improvement with ECN
Minor (but expected)

improvement with ECN
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Experimental Results Experimental Results —— 98% Load 98% Load
DCN performanceDCN performance

DCN   DCN   
UncongestedUncongested

LossLoss
RateRate

2.6%2.6%
0%0%

NbrNbr
CompletedCompleted
RequestsRequests
15.1M15.1M
16.2M16.2M

ThroughputThroughput

89.5 Mbps89.5 Mbps
98 Mbps98 Mbps
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Experimental Results Experimental Results —— 90% Load 90% Load
Comparison of all schemesComparison of all schemes

All schemes give comparable
performance and significantly

outperform drop-tail

All schemes give comparable
performance and significantly

outperform drop-tail
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Experimental Results Experimental Results —— 98% Load 98% Load
Comparison of all schemesComparison of all schemes

AFD significantly under-
performs DCN and PI/ECN
AFD significantly under-

performs DCN and PI/ECN

DCN outperforms PI/ECNDCN outperforms PI/ECN
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results
AFD Performance with & without ECNAFD Performance with & without ECN

At 90% offered load,
AFD performance is good
and unimproved by ECN

At 90% offered load,
AFD performance is good
and unimproved by ECN

At 98% load, ECN gives
counterintuitive results

At 98% load, ECN gives
counterintuitive results
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Experimental Results Experimental Results —— 98% Load 98% Load
Tail of the response time distributionTail of the response time distribution

The remaining 0.5%
experience sig-

nificantly increased
response times

The remaining 0.5%
experience sig-

nificantly increased
response times

DCN improves
response time for

99.5% of all responses

DCN improves
response time for

99.5% of all responses
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Experimental Results Experimental Results —— 98% Load 98% Load
Percentage of bytes transferred by response sizePercentage of bytes transferred by response size

With DCN, objects
10K bytes or smaller…

With DCN, objects
10K bytes or smaller…

…account for 25%
of all bytes trans-
ferred (was 20%)

…account for 25%
of all bytes trans-
ferred (was 20%)
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Experimental Results Experimental Results —— 98% Load 98% Load
Percentage of bytes transferred by response sizePercentage of bytes transferred by response size

Objects 100K
bytes or smaller
Objects 100K

bytes or smaller
…account for 70%
of all bytes trans-
ferred (was 65%)

…account for 70%
of all bytes trans-
ferred (was 65%)

100
90
80
70
60

50
40
30
20
10
0
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DCN EvaluationDCN Evaluation
SummarySummary

•• DCN uses a simple, tunable two-tiered classificationDCN uses a simple, tunable two-tiered classification
scheme with:scheme with:

–– Tunable storage overheadTunable storage overhead
–– OO(1) complexity with high probability(1) complexity with high probability

•• DCN, without ECN, meets or exceeds the performanceDCN, without ECN, meets or exceeds the performance
of the best performing AQM designs with ECNof the best performing AQM designs with ECN

–– The performance of 99+% of flows is improvedThe performance of 99+% of flows is improved
–– More small and More small and ““mediummedium”” flows complete per unit time flows complete per unit time

•• On heavily congested networks, DCN closely approx-On heavily congested networks, DCN closely approx-
imates the performance achieved on animates the performance achieved on an uncongested uncongested
networknetwork
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Making AQM WorkMaking AQM Work
Summary and ConclusionsSummary and Conclusions

•• We emulated a peering point between two ISPs andWe emulated a peering point between two ISPs and
applied AQM in ISP border routersapplied AQM in ISP border routers

•• We emulated the browsing behaviors of tens ofWe emulated the browsing behaviors of tens of
thousands of users in a laboratory thousands of users in a laboratory testbedtestbed

•• No AQM scheme with or without ECN is better thanNo AQM scheme with or without ECN is better than
drop-tail FIFO for offered loads up to 80% of linkdrop-tail FIFO for offered loads up to 80% of link
capacitycapacity

•• For offered loads of 90% or greater there is benefit toFor offered loads of 90% or greater there is benefit to
control theoretic AQM but only when used with ECNcontrol theoretic AQM but only when used with ECN
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Making AQM WorkMaking AQM Work
Summary and ConclusionsSummary and Conclusions

•• The reliance on ECN is required to The reliance on ECN is required to ““improveimprove”” (hurt (hurt
less) the performance of short flowsless) the performance of short flows

–– 90% of the flows in our HTTP model90% of the flows in our HTTP model
•• But in the absolute, ECN is not helping theirBut in the absolute, ECN is not helping their

performanceperformance
•• Heuristically signaling only long-lived, high-bandwidthHeuristically signaling only long-lived, high-bandwidth

flows improves the performance of most flows andflows improves the performance of most flows and
eliminates the requirement for ECNeliminates the requirement for ECN

–– One can operate links carrying HTTP traffic at near saturationOne can operate links carrying HTTP traffic at near saturation
levels with performance approaching an achieved on anlevels with performance approaching an achieved on an
uncongested uncongested networknetwork

•• Identification of short flows can effectively beIdentification of short flows can effectively be
performed with tunable state and complexityperformed with tunable state and complexity
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Making AQM WorkMaking AQM Work
Future workFuture work

•• More of the sameMore of the same……
–– Tuning, tuning, tuningTuning, tuning, tuning……

–– Re-evaluate DCN (and other AQM schemes) with moreRe-evaluate DCN (and other AQM schemes) with more
diverse traffic modelsdiverse traffic models
(But where do we get these models?)(But where do we get these models?)

–– Study the effect of non-responsive and malicious flowsStudy the effect of non-responsive and malicious flows

•• New and improvedNew and improved……
–– Deconstruct AQM and study performance contribution ofDeconstruct AQM and study performance contribution of

constituent componentsconstituent components
–– Understand the interplay between ECN and AQM componentsUnderstand the interplay between ECN and AQM components
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Making AQM Work:Making AQM Work:
An Efficient Alternative to ECNAn Efficient Alternative to ECN
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